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New Citizen
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[This BBC World Service Trust article also appeared in Awoko and Exclusive.]
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Agence France-Presse
Wednesday, 17 May 2008
Liberian commanders 'ate human innards'
THE HAGUE (AFP) — Liberian rebels cooked and ate human innards while serving under warlord-turnedpresident Charles Taylor, his former deputy testified Wednesday at the exiled leader's war crimes trial.
A member of Taylor's presidential guard, Nelson Gaye, "had the habit of eating fellow human beings," the
former vice-president Moses Blah told the Special Court for Sierra Leone, a war crimes tribunal in the Hague.
"I saw one incident with my own eyes. I visited a camp... he roasted the hands of a human being, then ate them
with boiled cassava," Blah said, in a testimony that also detailed a key link between Taylor and rebels in Sierra
Leone's civil war.
He said Gaye and his men also cooked human intestines and ate them with cassava. "You could not enter the
unit without doing that."
Gaye was the head of the marine unit of Taylor's National Patriotic Front of Liberia, a movement founded in
the 1980s with the aim of invading the west African country to drive out its then leader.
Blah said he himself had been in charge of supplying arms to Taylor's fighters for their coup attempt in 1989.
Blah, 61, was the 27th witness in the trial of Taylor, the first head of an African state to be tried by an
international court. Blah briefly led the country in 2003 after Taylor was forced into exile in Nigeria.
The court hoped his testimony would shed light on Taylor's alleged support for the former rebel Revolutionary
United Front (RUF), which ravaged neighbouring Sierra Leone in a 1991-2001 civil war, leaving 120,000
dead.
Blah testified that Taylor met the future head of the RUF, Foday Sankoh, in the camp, where they were
received by Libyan leader Moamer Kadhafi.
Kadhafi gave Taylor half a million dollars after the Liberian was elected president in 1997, said Blah, who was
ambassador to Tripoli at the time.
Taylor faces 11 charges of war crimes and crimes against humanity, including murder, rape and recruiting
child soldiers in connection with the rebellion. He pleads not guilty to all the charges, and sat taking notes
during the testimony.
Blah said that child soldiers, some younger than 13, were widely used in the ranks of the FNPL, in so-called
"small boys units." Some joined voluntarily while others were kidnapped, he said.
Taylor allegedly funded and armed the RUF in exchange for diamonds and other resources, while rebels
terrorised civilians by cutting off arms, legs, ears and noses, leaving thousands mutilated.
Taylor's trial before the UN-backed special court was moved from Freetown to The Hague for fear that his
presence in Sierra Leone would destabilise the region.
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Associated Press
Wednesday, 14 May 2008
Witness: Gadhafi helped Taylor take over Liberia
By MIKE CORDER
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) — Moammar Gadhafi's Libyan government ran a training camp in the
1980s that prepared Charles Taylor's troops to seize power in the West African nation of Liberia, a key
witness at Taylor's war crimes trial testified Wednesday.
Moses Blah, who served as vice president under Taylor after he rose to power in Liberia, is the highestranking witness to testify against his former boss since the trial began early this year in the U.N.-backed
Special Court for Sierra Leone.
Blah's testimony was the strongest link yet in the prosecution's case against Taylor that Gadhafi had a
hand in his rise to power and also linked the Libyan leader to other bloody African insurgencies.
Taylor has pleaded not guilty to charges that include murder, rape, torture and enlisting child soldiers
during the 10-year civil war in neighboring Sierra Leone that ended in 2002. Prosecutors allege he
orchestrated the atrocities from his presidential power base in Liberia's capital, Monrovia.
Blah said he was among about 180 rebels recruited by Taylor and flown to Libya in the late 1980s to
undergo months of military training. The fighters learned to use AK-47 assault rifles and surface-to-air
missiles at a military camp near Tripoli, he said.

Rebels from countries including Gambia, the Philippines and Sierra Leone were also at the camp, Blah
said. Among them was Sam Bockarie, one of the Sierra Leone rebels who Taylor is accused of supporting.
"Bockarie called him 'chief,'" Blah said.
Taylor's forces entered Liberia late in 1989, triggering a civil war that lasted years and left thousands
dead.
After Taylor grabbed power in Liberia, Gadhafi sent Taylor's regime a shipment of crude oil to sell so the
proceeds could be used to buy "military hardware," Blah said.
Blah had originally been slated to give evidence anonymously, but he later decided to speak in open court
despite a death threat e-mailed to his family. His testimony was expected to continue several days.
In an example of the brutality of the conflict in Liberia — and foreshadowing later atrocities in Sierra
Leone — Blah said that one rebel commander "had a habit of eating fellow human beings" and that
fighters only joined his unit if they were prepared to take part in cannibalism.
Blah said he once visited the commander, Nelxon Gaye, at a camp in a rubber plantation and found him
roasting human hands. "He did it over a fire and he ate it with boiled cassava."
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The 61-year-old Blah briefly served as Liberian president in 2003, assuming power after Taylor was
forced into exile. Neither man looked at the other as Blah, walking with the help of a cane, entered the
trial chamber.
Blah's testimony, which will continue Thursday, is expected to detail how Taylor allegedly controlled
rebels in Sierra Leone from Liberia. Such evidence is critical to prosecutors seeking to link Taylor to the
savage conflict in that country.
Taylor's trial is being held in a courtroom rented from the International Criminal Court because of fears
that prosecuting him in Sierra Leone could spark new violence.
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Reuters
Wednesday, 14 May 2008
Charles Taylor's former deputy testifies in trial
THE HAGUE (Reuters) - Charles Taylor's deputy testified in the war crimes trial of the former Liberian
president on Wednesday, describing how a Sierra Leonean rebel leader answered to his boss.
Moses Blah was Taylor's vice president from 2000 until he took over as
interim president for three months in 2003 after Taylor stepped down and
accepted asylum in Nigeria as part of a peace plan.
Blah was subpoenaed to testify in Taylor's trial for instigating murder, rape
and terrorism in Sierra Leone's 1991-2002 civil war, arming Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) rebels in return for diamonds.
More than 250,000 people died in intertwined wars in Liberia and Sierra
Leone. The fighting in Sierra Leone began when ex-army corporal Foday
Sankoh and his RUF took up arms.
Asked about relations between Taylor and Sankoh dating back to the 1980s,
Blah told the court: "He called Mr Taylor chief."
Blah also described his first encounter with Liberian child soldiers, some aged 13 and even younger:
"Little boys were dragging their weapons behind them."
"They were very aggressive indeed ... they were unreasonable and they had no sense of direction."
Blah is the 27th witness the prosecution has called of the some 72 it plans to question in a trial that got
underway in earnest in January. Taylor denies all charges against him.
Stephen Rapp, the chief prosecutor of the U.N.-backed Special Court for Sierra Leone, told Reuters last
week that Blah, like other witnesses, had been threatened.
The trial is being held in the Hague for fear of destabilising West Africa. Last month a former fighter told
the court he had killed men, women and babies on Taylor's orders and had eaten the heart of a former
rebel leader.
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BBC
Wednesday, 14 May 2008

Taylor's vice-president testifies
The war crimes trial of Liberia's ex-President Charles Taylor is
hearing evidence from his former deputy.
The BBC's Grant Ferrett at the Hague says as Moses Blah took the
witness stand, he was careful not to look at the man he served for
nearly 20 years.
He gave the court a detailed account of Mr Taylor's bloody rise to
power and acknowledged the use of child soldiers.
Mr Taylor is on trial accused of backing rebels who committed
atrocities in neighbouring Sierra Leone.

Moses Blah was Liberian president
briefly in 2003

Mr Blah is expected to give evidence later about the war in Sierra Leone.
Mr Blah became vice-president of Liberia in 2000. He became president after Mr Taylor was forced into
exile in 2003.
However, he was only Liberian president for two months, until October 2003, when a United Nationsbacked transitional government was sworn in.
'Not worried'
Mr Blah is the most senior figure to give evidence at the trial since it
began in January.
He came to the Hague reluctantly, but said he intended to tell the
truth.
"I'm not going to crucify him - he's my former boss," Mr Blah told the
BBC's Focus on Africa programme before travelling to the Hague.
"I have nothing personal against President Taylor - we worked
together almost like brothers; we had a revolution going together, so I
don't think I'm going to betray him," he added.
Charles Taylor denies war crimes
and crimes against humanity
In court Mr Blah provided a detailed insider's account of the early
days of the civil war.
He said he was one of the first 20 or so rebel fighters who received training at a military base in Burkina
Faso.
It was not until a larger group was assembled at a military camp in Libya that Mr Blah met Mr Taylor.
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They trained alongside rebels from The Gambia, Sierra Leone and the Philippines, all of them supported
by the Libyan authorities.
Mr Blah told the court that when the time came to invade Liberia, three truck loads of weapons were
provided by the defence minister of Ivory Coast.
Within days of crossing into Liberia in 1990, Mr Blah says he was briefly detained by child rebel fighters
recruited by his own side.
He said they were used because they took orders and were "unreasonable and aggressive".
A lawyer representing Mr Taylor, Terry Munyard, told the BBC his client was not worried about Mr
Blah's evidence and if he told the truth there was nothing to fear.
During Sierra Leone's decade-long civil war, which officially ended in 2002, tens of thousands of people
died and thousands more were mutilated, raped and had limbs amputated.
Mr Taylor's case has been transferred from Sierra Leone to the Hague for security reasons, although it is
still being conducted by the Special Court for Sierra Leone.
Mr Taylor denies 11 counts of crimes against humanity and war crimes.
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Voice of America
Wednesday, 14 May 2008
Charles Taylor's Former Deputy Testifies at Sierra Leone War Crimes Trial
By VOA News

Charles Taylor's former deputy has begun testifying at the ousted Liberian leader's war crimes trial before
a U.N.-backed court in The Hague.
Moses Blah, who was Taylor's vice president, is expected to testify at
length about how Taylor allegedly directed the actions of rebels in
neighboring Sierra Leone during that state's 10-year civil war - a conflict
marked by extreme brutality.
Taylor says he is not guilty of the charges against him - murder, rape,
torture, recruiting child soldiers and pillaging Sierra Leone's towns and
villages. The Liberian president, who seized power in Monrovia in an
earlier military campaign, was forced to leave his homeland for exile in
Nigeria in 2003, a year after the conflict in Sierra Leone finally ended.
Moses Blah (2003 file photo) Taylor is accused of supplying weapons to Sierra Leone's notorious
Revolutionary United Front fighters, in return for so-called "blood
diamonds" supplied by the RUF.
Former Vice President Moses Blah also served briefly as Liberia's interim president following Taylor's
departure. He began his testimony Wednesday by recalling how rebel fighters addressed Taylor as "chief."
The 61-year-old Blah is said to have decided to appear in open court despite receiving death threats. He is
expected to testify for several days.
One account from the court in the Dutch capital says neither Taylor, who is 59, nor Blah, who walks with
a cane, looked at each other as the witness took the stand.
Blah is the highest-ranking witness to testify against Taylor, who is the first former African head of state
to face international charges of war crimes and crimes against humanity. Previous testimony has described
gruesome practices, including cannibalism and mutilation of civilians, that occurred during Sierra Leone's
civil war. Blah is the 27th of 72 witnesses the prosecution expects to call.
The U.N.-backed Special Court for Sierra Leone, which is prosecuting Taylor, moved proceedings from
Freetown to The Hague to reduce chances of sparking unrest in the west African state or in Liberia, which
borders Sierra Leone on the east.
Some information for this report was provided by AFP, AP and Reuters.
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SABC (South Africa)
Thursday, 15 May 2008
Blah testifies against former comrade Taylor
Richard Newton
Former Liberian President, Moses Blah, has begun giving evidence in the
trial of his predecessor, boss and former comrade in arms, Charles Taylor.
Testifying in the war crimes trial against Taylor in The Hague, Blah told the
court of his ties to Taylor were from before the start of the civil war in
Liberia in 1989 until Taylor fled into exile in 2003.
Blah served in Taylor's National Patriotic Front rebel movement for 10 years.
He was vice-president of Liberia under Taylor and succeeded him, albeit for
only two months, when Taylor went into exile in 2003.
Blah will give evidence in Taylor’s history heard in court
court of former comrade- Yesterday, the court heard about the early days, when Taylor was leading
in-arms, Taylor
rebels trying to overthrow the government of Samuel Doe. They heard that
Taylor would not tolerate any action against Liberian civilians by his soldiers.
Less than a decade later, Taylor is alleged to have funded the Revolutionary United Forces (RUF) rebels
in Sierra Leone. The rebels were responsible for the murder, rape and mutilation of tens of thousands of
civilians.
It is the solid link between Taylor and the RUF rebel group that prosecutors hope Blah can give them.
Reviewing Blah to explain the years of civil wars, lawlessness and power struggles in both Liberia and
Sierra Leone is likely to be a long and painstaking progress.
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BBC World Service Trust
Wednesday, 14 May 2008
Charles Taylor’s war crimes trial entered a crucial stage Wednesday when former Liberian President
Moses Blah, a key associate of Taylor, testified in court.
Blah opened up, detailing the support of Libya, Burkina Faso and Ivory Coast to Taylor and his NPFL
rebels in fighting the government of Samuel Doe.
He also spoke of how NPFL fighters killed and mistreated civilians in Sierra Leone.
Blah confirmed Prosecution allegations that Taylor supported the RUF rebels.
Adolphus Williams has more.
BLAH: I drove by a
place called New Gbarnga. That was the time I saw Foday Sankoh that morning. I stopped my car and I
alighted and embraced him, and I said I have not seen him for a very long time, since in Libya. He said,
"Look, I am here now. I am a rebel commander. I am no more a small boy and you have to salute me",
and I saluted him and I said, "Okay." I said, "Okay, I know you are my boss now." He said, "Look, I have
come here for a serious matter", and I asked him what the matter was. He said, "The boys from NPFL,
whom the chief sent to help me, they got involved into a lot of atrocities, raping women, looting people's
property and killing people, and these are the people I have gone to liberate and I am losing respect
amongst my tribesmen. This was what I have come to consult with the chief on."
WILLIAMS: Blah had his back turned to Taylor as he gave evidence of the former Liberian President’s
support to the rebels in Sierra Leone.
Blah entered the courtroom from a direction directly facing Taylor. He had a walking stick clutched in his
right hand. He watched his steps, his eyes drilling the courtroom floor as he picked his way to the witness
seat. Nevertheless, he was calm throughout his testimony.
Moses Blah said he had told Taylor of the RUF leader’s worry about the crimes Liberian fighters were
committing in Sierra Leone. But he said Taylor brushed Sankoh’s concerns aside.
BLAH: It was not really a conversation. He was walking around his palace where he lived in Gbarnga and
I went close to speak to him, to salute him. Any conversation, he said he didn't know earlier that Foday
Sankoh had talked to me about this matter. He said, "Look, your man Foday Sankoh is here and he is
saying that the people are destroying his people, looting his property." He said how could the war be
fought? When you talk about a guerrilla war it is destruction and this type of thing must happen if you are
fighting a war. You are not eating bread and butter, you are fighting. If he continues with such a report,
according to him he will withdraw his men from there.
WILLIAMS: He named Christopher Varmoh and Duopoe (Dopo) Mekazon as two of the commanders
Taylor sent to Sierra Leone to fight alongside Foday Sankoh’s Revolutionary United Front, the RUF.
BLAH: At the initial stage there was a small group of Liberian soldiers moving. They were a little bit
more than the RUF.
PROSECUTOR STEPHEN RAPP: Why do you say there were more Liberians than RUF?
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BLAH: That is an information from my soldiers, from my information, my radio communication and their
location. My operator would brief me on what was happening.
RAPP: Well, did you find out the reason why the soldiers had gone in?
BLAH: Yes, they said they were fighting alongside. It was later that I knew that they were in there.
RAPP: And who were they fighting alongside?
BLAH: The RUF.
RAPP: And what was the RUF?
BLAH: RUF are forces headed by Sankoh – Foday Sankoh.
WILLIAMS: Blah’s appearance refreshed the interest in Taylor’s trial. The empty press centre after the
January opening became full again and the public gallery where people sit to watch the trial puffed up.
Taylor sat calmly, looking in Blah’s direction and occasionally hanging heads with his lawyers. He broke
the silence at one point when he laughed at the Presiding Ludge’s inquiry to Blah whether it was Agnes
or Tupee, which one of them was Taylor`s wife in the beginning of the NPFL civil war.
Wednesday court session saw Chief Prosecutor Steven Rapp himself leading the questioning of Blah as
Taylor’s lead lawyer, Courtney Griffiths, backed by Terry Munyard and Morris Anyah listened and took
notes patiently waiting to challenge Blah’s credibility as a Prosecution witness.
The direct examination by Rapp continues Thursday.

For the BBC World Service Trust / Search for Common Ground - Adolphus Williams – the Hague
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Plain Truth (Liberia)
Tuesday, 13 May 2008
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National Chronicle (Liberia)
Tuesday, 13 May 2008
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New Democrat (Liberia)
Tuesday, 13 May 2008
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New Democrat (Liberia)
Tuesday, 13 May 2008
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New Democrat (Liberia)
Tuesday, 13 May 2008
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Complete Media Summaries
14 May 2008
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

Newspaper Summary
No newspaper appear on the newsstand today due to the holiday (National Unification Day)

Radio Summary
Star Radio (News culled today from website at 8:35 am)

UN Envoy Warns Against Disturbing Liberia's Peace
• Speaking when she honoured the 7th UNMIL Senegalese Battalion, the Special Representative
of the Secretary General to Liberia, Ellen Løj says UNMIL will not tolerate any disruptions in
the current peace while it maintains peace in the country.
• Ms. Løj made reference to a recent armed clash in Maryland County between the people of
Rock Town and Wetchoken that left two persons dead and dozens injured.
• The Senegalese Battalion is departing Liberia after five years of peacekeeping duties in the
country and will be replaced by Ethiopian peacekeepers in the South-eastern County.
• Ms. Løj again reassured that the drawdown would be down cautiously and not in a hasty
faction.
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Taylor’s Successor Takes Witness Stand in War Crimes Trial Today
• Former President Moses Z. Blah is expected to take the witness stand today at the Special
Court for Sierra Leone currently sitting in The Hague, Netherlands, to give evidence in the
trial of his former boss Charles Taylor. Moses Blah is expected to be called once Karmoh
Kanneh completes his testimony.
• Blah considered a long-time associate of Taylor is expected to give evidence on circumstances
leading to the murder of a known Sierra Leonean rebel commander, Sam Bockarie and wide
range of events relating to Mr. Taylor’s charges of war crimes and crimes against humanity.
• Previously subpoenaed to appear last month, Mr. Blah told journalists at the time he could
not go due to his health condition and the security of his family and himself.
• The former President said the Special Court threatened him with a seven-year imprisonment
if he refused to testify.
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Finance Dismisses 7 Employees
• A Ministry of Finance statement issued in Monrovia yesterday said seven employees of the
Department of Revenue and Expenditure at the ministry have been dismissed with immediate
effect.
• The statement said employees were dismissed for dishonesty in the performance of their
duties.
• Those dismissed are Monnah Sarmie, Custom Supervisor assigned at the RIA Custom
Warehouse, David Togbah, Custom Officer at the RIA Collectorate and Gabriel Yarkley,
Custom Examiner at the RIA. Others are Roland Smith, Patricia Dixon, Jamil Davis and Esther
Lumeh.
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)
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Bill to Ban Public Smoking and Drinking Introduced
• A proposed Act to ban the public use of tobacco and alcoholic substances has been introduced
at the Senate.
• The bill if passed would extend the ban to schools, ministries, hospitals, vehicles and
restaurants.
• It would also forbid the sale of tobacco and alcohol products to children under the age of
eighteen years.
****
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Complete Media Summaries
13 May 2008
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

Newspaper Summary

UN Envoy Honours Departing Senegalese Battalion serving in UNMIL
(The News)

•

[sic]The UN Envoy in Liberia, Ms. Ellen Margrethe Løj, has commended the departing Seventh
Senegalese Battalion in the UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL), after five years of successful
peacekeeping duties in Liberia. The Special Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG)
was speaking in southeastern Maryland County, bordering Cote d’ Iviore, when she awarded
UN peacekeeping medals to the Senegalese, who will be replaced by Ethiopian peacekeepers.
“While UNMIL is maintaining peace in Liberia, it will not allow any disruptions in the process,”
Ms. Løj assured Liberians, referring to a recent armed clash in the area, between the people
of Rock Town and Wetchoken, which left two persons dead and dozens injured. The situation
was quickly brought under control by the local authorities and Liberia National Police (LNP),
with support from UN Police and UNMIL troops.

Man, 40, Re-arrested for Raping Nine-Year-Old Girl
(Heritage, The News)

•

A 40-year-old man, Musa Solomon Fallah, has been re-arrested and detained the Monrovia
Central Prison for allegedly raping a nine-year old girl in Clara Town in 2006, the National
Human Rights Center of Liberia said Monday. The Criminal Court “A” rendered a guilty
verdict last year and sentenced Fallah to life imprisonment, but the Supreme Court
overturned the court’s verdict and sent the case back to the lower court for retrial for what
high court then referred to as “mistrial.” While the case was being retried, Fallah was
released in 2006 for ‘failure’ of the state to produce witnesses in court.

Radio Summary
Star Radio (News culled today from website at 8:35 am)

President Sirleaf Wants Old Facilities at Ports Disposed Of
• Speaking during a tour of the Port of Buchanan, President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf instructed the
management of the National Port Authority (NPA) to bring down facilities no longer useful at
various ports in the country.
• President Sirleaf said such facilities gave the ports a look of decay as opposed to the new look
the government is envisaging.
• She encouraged the authorities of the NPA to look for buyers of the scrap and use the
resources for the development of the ports.
• The Managing Director of the NPA, George Tubman assured that the scrapping process was
ongoing and buyers were being sought.
• Meanwhile, Mr. Tubman has warned that the old ships at the port of Buchanan do not belong
to the county in an apparent reaction to reports that there were plans to sell the vessels and
use the resources to fight sea erosion in the county.
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Blah Takes Witness Stand Tomorrow in the Trial of His Former Boss
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•
•

The trial of detained former President Charles Taylor is expected to take a “striking” trend
tomorrow, Wednesday, when his former Vice President and ally take the witness stand.
Former President Moses Blah considered a long-time associate of Taylor is in The Hague to
face his former boss in the docket and is expected to testify on circumstances leading to the
murder of a known Sierra Leonean rebel commander, Sam Bockarie. He will also give
evidence on a wide range of events relating to Taylor’s charges of war crimes.

Liberia Seaport Police Nabs 30 Criminals in “Operations Spider Web”
• Speaking in an interview, the Director of the Liberia Seaport Police, Ashford Peal said it has
arrested some 30 criminals since the launch of “Operation Spider Web” at the Freeport of
Monrovia and vowed that the operations will continue to be enforced at the port to get rid of
criminals.
• Col. Peal said the operations were done in collaboration with the Liberia National Police and
UNMIL.
Former Solicitor General Wants Justice Minster Retract Statement against Judges
• Speaking at the opening of the May term of court yesterday, a former Solicitor General, Cllr.
Theophilus Gould called on Justice Minister Philip Banks to retract his statement that the
conduct of some judges is worst than armed robbery.
• This comes days after Justice Minister Banks in reaction to a not guilty verdict in the justended treason trial among other things dismissed as incompetent the Judge that presided
over the case.
• Cllr. Gould said the statement was damaging and could undermine the credibility of the
judiciary saying national security should not be used as a cover up for the legal inadequacies
of any lawyer.
•
•
•
•

Postal Affairs Minister Clarifies Reports of US$6M from UPU
Addressing a news conference in Monrovia, the Minister of Post and Telecommunication,
Jeremiah Sulonteh clarified that the US$6 million mentioned by the Universal Postal Union
(UPU) was not a cash amount.
Minister Sulonteh said a technical team from the UPU recommended that Liberia needs US$6
million to resuscitate the industry following a visit by the team to assess the post and
telecommunications needs of the country.
Meanwhile, the Minister said the UPU has removed all sanctions on Liberia following the
country’s ratification of the UPU protocol.
****

